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Incrementing multiple objects in a comma separated string in python I

have a csv file which looks like this: book_number,book_title,book_author
And I'm trying to read the file and increment the book_number on each

row. f = open(path) reader = csv.reader(f) counter = 0 for row in reader:
counter += 1 book_number = row[0] + 1 print(row[0] + 1) However, this
code only prints the book number I wanted for the current row in the file,
not the book number of every single row. So far I've tried concatenating

the row[0] with a variable that I've set to increase it by 1 on each loop, but
I keep running into problems where I get an integer instead of a string.
Can someone help? A: for row in reader: counter += 1 book_number =
row[0] + 1 print(row[0] + 1) This code only prints the book number I

wanted for the current row in the file, not the book number of every single
row. You are printing row[0] + 1 but you want to print row[0] + 1 + 1,

which is just row[0] + 2. I'm not sure why you were concatenating row[0]
+ 1 with a variable that was set to 1, but it doesn't actually work in your

case. You could also do this: for row in reader: counter += 1 book_number
= row[0] print(book_number) Here you don't need to worry about

concatenating a string and a number as the book number is a string, so it
will just print the book number, no matter what. Also if you want to

increment the book number by 1 on each row, you could use enumer
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